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There are significant challenges at BRI due to number of ambulance conveyances
BRI raised that specialist CAMHS beds biggest issue how time consuming this can be is
their biggest MH challenge currently
Discussed again in terms of comms and engagement around choosing well. Has anyone
got an overview of all the work already going on in this area other than the small grants
programme?
Work being done to review function of A&E Delivery Board – and how works with Urgent
Care Board and ensuring no duplication with the two Health and Care Partnerships
(ACS).
There is still a challenge in terms of this Board and its focus on urgent and emergency
care in terms of consideration of the wider system and the knock on effect.
Concerns raised as the availability of flu vaccines will be phased between Sep and Nov
with most availability later on.
Bradford’s population of looked after children has now gone over 1000 for the first time.
New model is coming in for Yorkshire Ambulance. 140 new ambulances will be replacing
previous cars which equates to Airedale, Bradford and Leeds area getting 40.
BRI 420 average attendees per day – summer presentations so not same level of acuity
as over the winter. Estimate is about 150 of these could be dealt with in minor injuries.
Better streaming at the front door has been identified as key.
Still identified that there is an issue in terms of frail elderly – and identifying where
frequent attenders are appropriate for A&E and where a more holistic approach to multi
agency care planning could be used.
I will be attending a 2 day workshop, mid June, as VCS rep which is to do some
intensive work with colleagues on A&E streaming etc. It is good in the meeting to hear
support from both hospitals and social care in terms of the potential for more VCS
involvement in this.
It was recognised that the work done piloting activity with frail elderly by Carer’s
Resource over winter is the right topic but there is learning in terms of how it is delivered,
and links with the wider picture.
We have also fed into the wider review that public health have done in terms of the
various winter pressure schemes run by VCS.

